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On the Way to Stability: CG J1720-67.8, a Highly Evolved Compact Galaxy Group
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Veilleux-Osterbrock diagnostic diagrams:  all the group members show a clear HII-like 
nature. The trend of the points towards the LINER region of the diagram to 
the right is probably indicating additional ionization by shocks.

Compact Groups of galaxies (CGs) are the ideal environment where effects of interactions 
on the dynamical evolution of galaxies, from morphological disturbances and star formation 
enhancement to the final merging into field ellipticals, can be observed. In fact the final 
collapse into an elliptical seems to be the fate of CGs, as indicated both by numerical 
simulations (Athanassoula et al. 1997) and by observations: some ultraluminous infrared 
galaxies appear to be the result of CGs' collapses ( Borne et al. 2000), and Xray halos 
observed in CGs and field ellipticals (e.g. Jones et al. 2000) support a hierarchical 
galaxy formation scenario. Therefore, studying the ultimate phases of CGs coalescence can 
give us clues to interaction induced galaxy evolution. The recently found highly evolved 
and compact system CG J172067.8 (Weinberger et al. 1999) offers us in this sense a rare 
opportunity.
We present here a detailed analysis of the properties of such system through optical and 
near-infrar ed (NIR) imaging and optical spectroscopy.

Introduction

All the objects of the group have been sampled with spectra obtained 
at the Las Campanas 2.5 m telescope and at the ESO 3.6 m telescope 
equipped with the Multi Object Spectrograph. As it can be noticed 
(see Central Panel), all the objects, included the condensations 
along the tidal arc, show optical emission lines, typical of ionized 
gas.
These have been used to determine the heliocentric radial velocities
of the group members and the distance of the group itself,which is 
~ 180 Mpc (H = 75 km s Mp c). If we consider only the four 
brightest members of the group, we find a mean velocity dispersion 
along the line-of-sight  = 67 km s, while if we consider also the 
object at the southern end of the arc (n.7, whose nature is still 
unclear due to the lack of sufficient information to establish 
whether it is autogravitating or not) the velocity dispersion value 
rises to 166 km s, still a rather low value compared to Hickson CGs 
populated by ellipticals.
The spectra show features typical of young s tellar populations or, 
in some cases, like in object 2, a mixture of young and old stellar 
populations, in agreement with the prevalently blue colors 
characterizing the B-V and B-R images.
The star formation activity, quantified by the H flux, is remarkable 
all over the group (including the condensations along the tidal arc) 
and is most probably triggered by galaxy interactions inside the 
group.
Metal abundances derived by emission line ratios (e.g. ([OII] 3727 
+ [OIII] 4959+5007)/H) indicate a lo w metallicity environment 
(0.1 - 0.2 solar).
By means of classic Veilleux-Osterbrock diagnostic diagrams based on 
emission line intensity ratios, all the objects have been classified 
as HII-like and/or starburst galaxies.
An enhanced ratio [SII] 6716+31/H with respect to typical values of 
HII-like regions is observed in most of the objects and is probably 
indicating the presence of shocks as additional ionization source 
besides the photoionization by young hot stars.
Future work will be devoted to model the stellar populations and the 
star formation history of the group members, by combining the 
results of optical and NIR photometry with the observed spectral 
characteristics.
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Optical Spectroscopy

Upper Panel - left side:

Upper Panel - right side:

 B and V images of CG J1720-67.8, where the main morphological peculiarities
described in the text can be observed. Not the halo of diffuse light and the numerous condensations at
the northern and western sides of the group, more evident in the V frame.

 B-V and B-R color maps evidence the blue colors of the group, particularly
in correspondence of objects 1a, 3, 7, 8, and along the whole "arc" (see R frame in the Central Panel
for objects´ labeling)

B-R

BVRI images of the recently discovered compact group 
CG J172067.8,obtained at the ESO 3.6 m telescope of La Silla 
and JHKs images from the 1 m telescope of Las Campanas, are 
presented together with the color maps BV, BR and JKs.
The extreme compactness of the group, whose full size is ~ 30 
arcsec, appears evident.
The median projected separation of the four brightest members 
is ~ 6.9 kpc (H = 75 km s Mpc), one of the lowest found in 
CGs. 
The presence of an outstanding arc-shaped tidal feature and 
the bridges of matter connecting the likely tidal dwarf at 
its northern end (n. 3 in the Central Panel) with the two 
brightest ellipticals of the group, witness the high degree of 
interaction that these objects are experiencing: the group is 
clearly undergoing a major transformation wich will probably 
lead to the formation of an elliptical galaxy.
Therefore it is a very promising candidate to study the 
ultimate phases of CGs' evolution.
Albeit the elliptical appearance of the brightest galaxies, t he
color maps show rather blue colors, which are consistent with 
young stellar populations and/or low metallicity.
The bluest regions appear to be the whole arc, and especially 
the objects at its ends (nn. 3, 7 and 8), and the object 1a 
(see Central Panel for labeling). This is in agreement with the
emission line spectra which indicate considerable present day 
star formation in a low metallicity environment (see Central 
Panel and Spectroscopy Section).
In near-infrared bands we expect to find still some contributions
from young stellar populations even if at those wavelengths the 
contribution by red stars should be dominant. Actually the blue 
objects at the ends of the tidal arc are amost invisible, while 
the arc itself, even if still present, is gradually fading when 
going from the J to the K band.
As next step of our work we plan to use optical and NIR 
photometry and colors in order to disentangle stellar populations
and metallicity effects across the group.
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Optical and NIR imaging

Lower Panel:  The I image from the ESO 3.6 m telescope, the NIR images
from the 1 m telescope of Las Campanas Observatory, and a J-Ks color
map are displayed. Note how the tidal "arc" is fading going from the
I to the Ks band. Also the diffuse halo on the north-western side of
the group gradually disappears.

Central Panel:  R-band exposure of CG J1720-67.8. Spectroscopically sampled 
objects are labeled and associated to the corresponding spectra, where 
the principal emission lines and the values of heliocentric radial
velocities and star formation rates (SFR) are indicated.
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